Following are the various additions or changes made to the application in this release.

**General**

1. Improved security for all Portals by adding HttpOnly attributes and secure attribute checks for Encrypted Session (SSL) to the TRSSession cookie. Both aid in keeping the communication between the client and server secure.

**Registration**

1. Registration has been enhanced so that Corequisite checking in CAMS Enterprise not only checks for corequisites during an addition of a course, but also rechecks during a drop/withdraw operation to verify that all corequisites are still being met.

2. A verification check has been added in Transcript Maintenance to ensure that when updating an existing record the changed values are valid. In addition, a warning message has been added that displays when changing terms on an existing record to indicate to the user that the Offering record link will be lost if the term is changed. The user may opt to continue or cancel the term change.

**Financial Aid**

1. Prioritized Packaging has been improved to ensure Remaining Need calculations are correct in all scenarios. Previously when an award that did not disburse over all terms in a Financial Aid Year was grouped with other awards that did disburse over all terms, Remaining Need calculations could be inconsistent. Note that Award Methodologies MUST be grouped together by award and sorted by Priority number in Packages that contain Financial Aid Years with awards distributed over multiple terms.

2. An enhancement has been added to COD Export to set Academic Year Dates in the COD export file to the same dates set for the Financial Aid Year Dates as configured in Financial Aid >Setup >Yearly Setup.

**Development**

1. The Events/Attendees functionality has been enhanced. Attendee and Additional Attendee costs have been separated on the Events tab; the Additional Attendee costs can now be entered per event rather than per attendee. Changes to the costs on the Events tab will automatically change the existing Attendee costs. Totals are now automatically calculated for each attendee with changes on the Events tab triggering a recalculation of totals. A new functionality on the Attendees tab, Override Costs, will allow manual changes for individual attendees in order to enter a cost different than the costs entered for the event for that attendee.
Tools
1. The New York State SIRIS export has been optimized. Exports can now be done at any time and no longer need to be scheduled as a SQL job overnight.

Faculty Portal
1. Registration has been enhanced so that Corequisite checking in the Faculty Portal not only checks for corequisites during an addition of a course, but also rechecks during a drop/withdraw operation to verify that all corequisites are still being met.
2. The Faculty Portal has been enhanced to optimize page load time by implementing minimized JavaScript and CSS files. For clients who customize these files and wish to, non-minimized versions of these files are maintained for each release and may be substituted for the minimized versions.
3. Security features have been implemented in order to reduce the likelihood of cross-site request forgery (XSRF) intrusion.

Student Portal
1. The Student Assignment Grade Details (View Assignments and Grades) has been relabeled to match the information displayed on the Faculty Portal's corresponding page. Adjusted Score % and Points Earned have also been added to this page.
2. Registration has been enhanced so that Corequisite checking in the Student Portal not only checks for corequisites during an addition of a course, but also rechecks during a drop/withdraw operation to verify that all corequisites are still being met.

Application Portal
1. The Application Portal has been enhanced by implementing security features to reduce the likelihood of cross-site request forgery (XSRF) intrusion.